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Editorial

The Free-Flight outdoor season draws to a close and the Indoor meetings now take centre
stage. Here in the Midlands around Birmingham there will no longer be any indoor meetings as
Colin Shepherd has had to call it a day with his meetings and Sneyd has not been able to restart
post covid lockdowns. I will therefore have no meetings to report on so I now appeal to you
Southerners to please send in a few words and pictures from your indoor meetings, pretty
please.

For your delectation in this issue we have:

Peter Hall reporting on Coupes at the Crookham Gala. The format of his reports using
submissions by individual competitors is a stroke of genius. One gets a set of varied opinions
of the weather & wind and an insight into the trials and tribulations of the individual
competitors.
Roy Vaughn provides the results.

Next we have a swipe by Pylonius at the 1953 International Power Contest at Cranfield. His
somewhat sideways look at events always amuses me, how he dreams it up is a mystery.

Alan Brocklehurst pens a few words on the Southern Gala and features his picture of the
George Fuller Dixielander competitors.

Engines this month are the Fuji 29 and the Taifun Hobby.

Alan Brocklehurst weighs in again this issue with a book review, ‘Test Pilot’ by Chris Taylor.

The ‘News Review’ from October 1947 covers several issues, the principle being the secretary’s
resignation. Other issues were, a new constitution, professional aeromodellers, French flying
grounds (it appears that loss of venues was already causing difficulties on the continent and
hints at similar problems in the UK). Finally timekeeping, an experiment showed that 25% of
timekeepers could not read a stopwatch properly, todays digital watches should have gone some
way towards eliminating that problem.

Alan Teal from new Zealand sent in an email with a few pictures of one of his models.

I report on the 7th Area comp at Barkston from the safety of my car, I did manage to get a
few pictures taken from within.

Peter Hall has been chatting with Andrew Longhurst and has produced another of his
Couprofiles. Andrew goes into the fine detail of his approach to F1G.

I dug out one of Ray Malmstrom’s diminutive designs from the IVCMAC book, it’s ‘The Pee Wee’,
an indoor model suitable for beginners and can be flown in your own home.

Our chairman Tony Shepherd writes a report on the Crookham Gala, seems it was good
competition. He managed to get a selection of pictures of the George Fuller Dixielander
contestants and of course the group photo.

Nick Peppiatt, for the 58th time, weighs in with yet another epistle, this one is more on CO2.

Ray Elliott sent in the results and a couple of pictures from the Croydon Coupe day including
the SAM1066 element.

This issue winds up with Roy Tillers dive back into past magazines and the monthly report from
our Chairman Roger Newman together with his usual 3 plans. Roger’s report is a little brief due
to a prolonged holiday.

Editor
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Crookham Coupes - Peter Hall

Crookham Gala,
Salisbury Plain 18th September

Ninth Round Southern Coupe League 2022

A good turnout but a disappointing day for most coupe flyers. Three flights were required and
nine flew. Only nineteen flights out of the possible twenty seven were attempted and only seven
of these were maxes. Two flew off and Alan Brocklehurst won the Crookham Coupe trophy.
Only two entered vintage coupe but made no flights.
Why such a poor showing? We were on the ‘trimming field’ and the cool northwesterly delivered
many flights straight into the jaws of Death Valley. The restless gusty air made thermal picking
impossible for all but those with hypersensitive skin and Job’s patience. Struggling up and down
the steep sides of the Valley through the unmown hay on legs long past their best before date
and after dropping your flight seemed less appealing than an extended lunch and chatting with
friends.

Alan Brocklehurst reports:
With a 10-12mph wind from the North West (NNW later), it was never going to be easy as
models were taken away from the ‘trimming field’ across the valley. It was clearly my lucky
day, as I managed 3 maxes while most others dropped time, all except Rick Ewing, visiting from
Seattle, USA, who also maxed out. (It was great to meet Rick again and it brought back
memories of flying at Andy Crisp’s event at Oxford in 2014 when Rick’s carbon model did about
2 minutes in the fly-off, but unfortunately landed outside the field for a zero score, while Roy
Vaughn did a similar time just within the boundary to win. On that occasion I came 3rd, after
I failed to max in the last round. Rick remembered that the evening before, a cow had tried
to eat the wing tip of my Coupe after I won the progressive Champaign fly-off, nice to
reminisce, but I digress).
Three flights on Salisbury Plain in a brisk wind which sometimes took models towards the trees
is enough for anyone and after a friendly discussion with Rick, we both opted to preserve our
models in the fly-off by D/T’ing at 2:00 for a ‘last-man down’ and launched together on the
count of one, two, three! Rick’s model climbed well, but mine somehow found better air and
D/T’d from greater height on the southern side of the valley, to land just short of the trees.
Afterwards we retrieved together. Rick is a great sport and I’m sure he enjoyed the day. I
look forward to flying against him again whenever he is able come over here in the future. The
idea of launching together in a D/T fly-off adds to the excitement and makes it easy to
compare the flights, especially on the undulating terrain of Salisbury Plain.
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Rick Ewing in second place writes:
I was encouraged by the beautiful weather when I arrived. For the 1st flight I waited for a
temperature rise followed by what I thought was “fill”, and threw the plane up into a nice
strong thermal. It took me longer than I expected to walk out and get the plane back. The
weather report that I had seen indicated higher wind speeds later, so I got the 2nd flight off
pretty soon after, and was lucky to put it in another big thermal. The wind had really picked
up when I got back from that flight and I was worried that the afternoon might get too rough
for me. So I quickly put up the last flight, after waiting thru a clear lull, launching into the
gust that followed. The plane went down wind in a hurry, but also up and I fortunately had
found another big thermal. Although it actually calmed down some after that, Alan
Brocklehurst and I agreed that a fly off with DT timed to the ground seemed like a civilized
way to conclude. As Alan and I got ready to launch together, I attempted to latch my prop
blade hold open springs and found that one would not engage. So I bent it to what looked about
right and got it to hold open for my instant prop start to function. But my nice climb was
followed by an awful glide. After retrieving the model I found that the hold open spring had
not disengaged, so I think that spoiled the glide, and I feel lucky that it didn’t spin in and get
damaged. I had a great day, except I wish I had taken more time to meet and speak with more
of the other flyers.

Chris Chapman, third place, comments:
The Crookham Gala as always was well run and very sociable. The fresh breeze from the north
created tricky low-level turbulence over the hilly terrain. My three flights all struggled to
climb above the rough air. I was surprised to finish in third place. I must say that Alan and
Rick coped extremely well and are to be congratulated.

Dusan Jiricny, fourth, tells us:
This time the weather was quite unpredictable. Very strong gusts made even the preparations
difficult. I wasn’t cautious enough and a sudden gust threw my model on the winding stooge. So
I had to fix the model even before first flight. I managed it and maxed. I dropped 16 secs in
the second flight. However model landed quite hard. Not having a second one and not being able
to fix it on the field left me with single choice, to enjoy the rest of the day with my family in
Salisbury.

Ray Elliot in fifth place regrets:
The only positive comment I can make about my performance is that at least I made all three
flights (I had to get my tenner’s worth). All three flights were made in what felt like reasonable
air but the model never got to a decent height. I think the main reason for this was that
through a combination of foolishness and laziness I hadn’t made up new motors. Using previously
wound (thrashed?!) motors clearly didn’t help. So the moral must be to only use new motors for
contest flights. But we all know that, don’t we!

Ben Hobbs in sixth place laments:
Not a good day for me (but most enjoyable). Best not write about it!

Martin Stagg, seventh, admits:
I can’t say much about the Crookham gala. As usual I was a bit late. Joined Alan Brocklehurst
who was preparing for his first max in coupe. It was quite windy and a bit chilly so my models
stayed in their box (wimp). The format was three flights in coupe which was sensible given the
conditions and ageing legs.
The Dixielander comp attracted a good entry, the climb of some of these models would have
surprised even George Fuller. Very impressive.
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Alan, meanwhile had maxed out along with an American visitor (whose name escapes me) and it
was agreed that a 2:00min D/T fly off would decide. In the event the American gent’s very
‘state of the art’ model was down in less than two minutes leaving Alan’s 2:45 odd a worthy
winner. Chris Chapman had been plugging away and was pleasantly surprised to come third.
At the All in all even though my unsuccessful season continued it was good to be out, being part
of B & W's achievements and enjoying the company of all my aeromodelling mates.

Ken Taylor, eighth place tells us:
His first and only flight was launched some distance back from the valley edge and flew out
of sight in just over a minute behind the bushes and parked cars. The length of the retrieve
showed that he would have maxed. Launching closer to the valley would have avoided the
problem but placed his coupe in the rollover.

Peter Hall, ninth, complains:
I was careless and impatient. Usually I get a sense of the air before flying, but not this time.
The gustlets were short and rapid apparently without pause so I didn’t wait long and chucked
into a downer of course. A shallow climb then a fast descent out of sight into the valley for
fifty five seconds - that’s about the length of the motor run. The wind above ground level was
carrying models further than expected. I did not intend to stay for a fly -off, only for the
satisfaction of maxing out, now denied. I consoled myself with lunch, mature stilton with
caramelised onion pickle on toasted ciabatta again, with half a pint of coke followed with
chocolate digestives. Why not?

Results (Courtesy Roy Vaughn)

Crookham Gala

Place Entrant Club Score

1 A. Brocklehurst B&W 12

2 R.Ewing USA 9

3 C.Chapman B&W 8

4 D.Jiricny Birmingham 7

5 R.Elliott Croydon 6

6 B.Hobbs Oxford 5

7 M.Stagg B&W 4

8 K.Taylor Crawley 3

9 P.Hall Crookham 2

10 W.Butler Crookham 1

11 J.Paton Crookham 0

Only one round in the league to go for this year, Coupe Europa on Salisbury Plain, Sunday
October 9th. Gavin Manion who was in the lead, missed Crookham suffering a back problem and
has now been Covidised !! Alan Brocklehurst, last year’s winner, will keep the league cup unless
he stays in bed and Gavin wins Europa. Don’t bet on it.

Peter Hall
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A Taste of the Southern Gala - Alan Brocklehurst

Here are a couple of photos from the Southern Gala. Quite a good number of
people/cars attending on what was a day with a tricky wind direction.
I thought it was a nice touch to see someone with the Union Jack at
half-mast on their streamer pole.

You may well be bombarded with the Dixilander Group Picture, but here's the one I
took.

Alan Brocklehurst
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Engine Analysis: Fuji 29 & Taifun Hobby Aeromodeller Annual 1958-9

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Aeromodeller Annual 1958-9
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Book Review - Alan Brocklehurst

Test Pilot
An Extraordinary Career Testing Civil Aircraft by Chris Taylor

£25 cover price, www.pen-and-sword.co.uk, or also available from Amazon.
(I was lucky and obtained a signed copy after his talk for only £20)

A month or two ago, I went along to the
‘Sherborne Science Cafe’ (my first attendance,
post-Covid!), to listen to a talk by Chris Taylor.
Chris started his career flying the Wasp and
later Lynx helicopters for the Navy, then joined
ETPS and gained experience on flying and
instructing on fixed-wing aircraft before
becoming a test pilot for the CAA.
He has flown over 400 different types of
aircraft (not quite as many as Eric Winkle
Brown!).  His unique background meant he then
got to test-fly both helicopters and general
aviation business and light aircraft, including
microlights and autogyros.

The book covers many aspects of flight testing
and is split roughly 50/50 between helicopters
(handling, vibration and autorotation) and
aeroplanes (engine failures, stalls and spins).
It is written in a non-technical, ‘tales-from-the-
pub’ kind of style, so is quite readable (although
his fondness for copious glasses of wine annoyed
me a little towards the end - but I think it
reflects his work-hard and relax-afterwards
kind of life style).
Certainly you have to be of the right stuff to work as a test pilot and many times he describes
his near-death experiences in a matter-of-fact and light-hearted way.
As a (lapsed) pilot and someone who knows too much about helicopters to want to fly in them,
I take my hat off to him!  All in all a very interesting read for those who want to fully
understand what test-flying aircraft is all about.

Alan Brocklehurst

An excerpt from the book:
Holy Moses!

I was doing over 30 mph... I was in a helicopter ... I was on the ground ... I was going sidewards ...
I couldn't steer and sparks were flying everywhere ... I could do nothing but 'Keep calm and hang on'

I was testing the emergency landing characteristics of a Polish helicopter in Arizona, USA on a very warm day
at an airfield that was a mile above sea level. As I slid sidewards with the metal skids kicking up an almighty
cascade of sparks from the tarmac runway you might conclude that I was mad, bad or stupid; for me this was
just another typical working day in my life as a test pilot.
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Blast from the Past - Model Aircraft October 1947
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Model Aircraft October 1947
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Email to the Editor - Allen Teal (New Zealand)

I appreciate receiving the Clarion each month and enjoy seeing what modellers are up to on
that side of the world.

Always enjoy looking at the photos.

Looking at the recent issue of Clarion, I saw the plan feature of the Druine Turbulent.
I built on off this plan about six years ago, in fact I still have it………..on display in a glass
cabinet!

It has only had one brief erratic flight due to incorrect balance before we made a move of
location. It was a delight to build so perhaps one fine calm day I may get it out for a surprise
outing.

Anyway, thanks for the regular mailings of the newsletter/magazine.

Allen Teal (New Zealand)
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller February 1956
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Aeromodeller February 1956
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7th Area Barkston - John Andrews

The favorable weather forecast for Sunday 2nd October prompted Rachel & myself to have a
day out at Barkston to do a little spectating. We did not arrive early and the crashgate
entrance was closed. Stuart Darmon arrived on the airfield side of the gate but he did not have
the lock combination. We hung around until a couple of other cars arrived, presumably radio
club fliers, and they had the combination so we got on site about 1pm.
Straight into the toilet was the first order of business, then on to the flight line.
We parked in the middle of the line at first, then at the far end but we were looking into the
sun, so no good for pics, we then moved to the up sun end of the line. Never set foot outside
the car but took a few pics from inside.
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In the words of the boy scouts song “All our eyes on the distant horizon”

Getting ready for a contest flight: Kath Best, Stuart Darmon & Steve Phillpott

We left about 4pm and motored off to ‘The Fox & Hounds’ pub which we had dicovered on our
previous visit. The pub is open for food all day and also does a Sunday Carvery. Unfortunately
the carvery had run out of meat so we ordered from the Sunday menu. Having eaten and
consumed a pint and a large glass of wine for m’lady, all was well with the world. We left for
home into the setting sun, a good day out but not a pleasant journey home.

John Andrews
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The Boulton Paul ‘Defiant’ - Wikipedia
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Wikipedia
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Couprofile No.6: Andrew Longhurst - Peter Hall

(There was an error in Chris Chapman’s Couprofile last month, the model depicted at the end was actually
one of Alan Brocklehurst’s. The similar egg box construction probably caused the error)

1. Your article ‘The British Lightweight 1942 - 53’ 'published in Free Flight Quarterly October
2006 did much ,I am sure, to promote interest in the class - it certainly encouraged me. You
have an outstanding record of publication and competition success in this class and in Coupe.
Could you comment on this history and the dedication it demonstrates ?

2. You favor locked down coupes and traditional materials - why?

3. How do you pick the air?

4. What is your current practice?
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Flying Functionless F1Gs
This is my philosophy for functionless F1Gs. As I hope to persuade you, the low wing loading
that characterizes this class makes Coupe flying almost unique in free flight because glide and
cruise speeds are very low and therefore sectional efficiency and the boundary layer have a
particularly critical relationship.
Some years ago, I was timekeeping for Gerry Ferer. It was windy and we were crouching near
the ground waiting for a calm patch and Gerry said, “You know, Coupe is just an exercise in air
picking”. You may think this is the case with all classes of free flight but you would not be
theoretically correct. The more ballistic the flight path, the less it will be affected by vertical
air movements and it follows that Coupes, being the antithesis of ballistic, are most affected.
To prove the point let us compare a typical Coupe and a typical vintage model such as the
Senator. All have, shall we say, a motor run of one minute and a still air glide of two minutes.
However, the Coupe has a better glide by far and sinks at one foot per second compared with
two f.p.s. for the vintage model. It follows that the vintage model must climb twice as fast to
attain twice the altitude. What we do know is that both models can and do produce similar
times to the ground. This is diagrammatically shown by the two continuous lines in Fig 1.
Now let’s introduce a downward air movement of one f.p.s. and we find that the vintage model
has still secured the two-minute max but the poor old Coupe has not (Fig.1 dotted lines). If
that seems to deny logic, it is easier to understand the opposite case. If the Coupe finds air
rising at one f.p.s. it will never come down but the vintage model surely will.

What has this to do with functionless Coupe trimming you may ask? To find out you have to
follow my argument which begins with the following premise: It is more important for Coupes
to find neutral air or better than most other classes of free flight because the chance of
dropping a flight is much higher. If you fly Coupe, you will know this is true.
So how would that fact modify your behavior? As in many other classes you have two ways to
go. But in this case if you make the wrong choice the stakes are higher. The first option is to
take risks and climb as high as is possible. The second way is to have absolute reliability and
maybe climb less high. From the first paragraphs you will see that however high-tech your
model you cannot escape the air picking bit, so it follows that if your flying machine is a Coupe,
reliability is paramount.
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Systems equipped models come with more risks than the most, obviously. The late Pete King
won’t mind me mentioning that he once connected the D/T line to one of the other functions
and was down in 30 seconds. That’s an obvious risk but there are others. Having a model which
is inherently unstable at some parts of the flight envelope is another. Systems are heavy,
particularly wing wigglers. Ending up with an overweight model which costs climb height. It’s
just physics but is often forgotten.

I made a VIT coupe once and lost it with an 8 minute OOS fly-off. As luck would have it, I
completely messed up the launch and the plane spent the first five seconds flying very fast
parallel to the ground. Of course, it was the superb glide in gentle lift that in the end rescued
the flight. From that day on I bothered no more with VITs as launch angle turned out to be an
unexpected risk in using it.
So, if you like technology, my advice would be to concentrate on your portable weather station
and understand what it is telling you. I don’t bother with one but that is only because I always
seem to be a bit too busy. I suppose a lifetime obsession with toy planes helps sense what the
air is doing.

So, you are now in complete agreement that reliability is a necessity and a system-less model
is more likely to achieve that goal. No? Well don’t discourage me right now because I am
ploughing on regardless. To do without systems I think you would not dispute that you need to
keep the prop turning for quite a long time because short motor runs are yet another risk.
Fifty to seventy second run is good. The reason is that Coupes fly very slowly in the second
part of the climb and can often stall or semi-stall. This I believe is much to do with variation
in the shape of upper surface separation owing to the low RN. Someone once described low
speed aerodynamics as like flying through treacle. It’s sticky stuff and great lumps are sticking
to the top of the wing, then breaking away and/or dissipating. The plane is in a wrestling match
where the pitching moments are varying. To hold the plane at the correct attitude, it is
advisable to have large stabilizing forces in terms of dihedral, CG position and tail volume. The
late Anselmo Zeri advised me never to stint on tail volume as there is no point in doing so with
the F1G rules as they are. You can’t deny the truth of that, but you see a lot of Coupe flyers
with models that ape F1Bs complete with tiny stabs.

Some years ago at the Coupe Europa, I befriended this French chap who parked alongside. He
had a magnificent Coupe with a long fuselage and a tiny all-balsa tailplane avec dihedral. He
was giving me the raison d’etre about it in Franglais but I was secretly skeptical. It was windy
and I had a battered old SoCoupe, with of all things, a triangular fuselage. It looked pathetic
compared with his machine but the old SoCoupe kept struggling for height all through the day
and the French threat swooped up and down, well, mainly down. When I collected the pot, I
caught sight of him at the back of the hall looking rather quizzical.

The advocates of system equipped models will recognize that the great advantage in varying
incidence is to reduce drag at high power and it certainly gives an impressive initial climb.
Inevitably the motor run is short because this is the best way to exploit the acceleration that
low incidence provides. Sometimes I have seen runs less than 30 seconds. This leaves the poor
Coupe with a long glide to make the max. I can’t help feeling sorry for the little darlings – the
models that is. Even without incidence reduction you can still get an impressively steep initial
climb through patient trimming. By trimming I mean not just a turn of a screw or a bit of
packing, you may require alternative props and stabs. Wings even.

So, the trimming tools at your disposal are: Right/left and right/right trim;
Prop diameter related to wing area and aspect ratio; Left rolling differential wing warp
Tail size and section; Right thrust; Rudder; CG position
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I will now take things in the order I would follow when out in the park with a nice new model.

Trimming for the Glide
Before doing anything, I like to be sure that the wing is working. Some wings work better than
others for reasons to do with the formation, separation and fluctuation of the boundary layer.
Hand building must be where the variations in shape or texture occur. I don’t know whether
the use of a molded D box entirely resolves this problem but I have heard tales suggesting
that it may not. Anyway, in my experience you have to identify bad wings quickly and burn them
otherwise they waste an enormous amount of time.
I always hand glide a lot with a stopwatch to see I am getting 6 seconds or so. If I am in doubt,
I will swap a wing to check it out. If a stick and tissue wing does not work you can play with
turbulators but I prefer to give it a Viking funeral because although you can improve it, you
can never cure it. Of course, if you have a D box wing you will probably know if it requires
turbulating strips. Incidentally, I have tried a balsa D box with a single 1/32 down step in the
top of the section - it didn’t work.
My models glided noticeably slower than most other Coupes. My timekeepers were always
remarking on it. This is either due to the fact that I would never fly more than 2 grams over
the weight limit or it may be to do with being able to operate nearer the stall. To explain why
this might be so, I now role out a concept first aired to me by Sean O’Connor, that is, you have
the standard two dimensional “wing section” but also a three dimensional concept where the
section and its surface treatment become the whole machine. A wing with thread turbulators
shows consideration of 3D requirements but it looks like a compromise based on a love affair
with the section itself and a dismissal of the importance of surface texture. I would argue
that a system of surface lumps and bumps is proper 3D because the section is constantly
changing spanwise. What is the point of that? Well, this is what birds do. In birds you see 3D
turbs everywhere. If you can get on top of a cliff and look down on gulls slope soaring below
you can see it in action. The small front feathers (lesser and median coverts Fig 2) are
constantly being lifted up and down by local fluctuations in pressure. They don’t all lift up
together in a straight line except possibly when deliberately stalling to land. At lesser angles
they lift seemingly at random but in fact precisely as needed to energise the boundary layer.
They are the most sophisticated
automatic 3D turbulators imaginable.
In Fig 3 we see some old Stork
deliberately stalling her wing to land.
Her Coverts are lifting to both delay
the stall and act as a stall warning. In
Fig 4 we see a gull just hanging at the
stall. The low pressure caused by the
inverse dihedral break is
demonstrated by the uplifting of the
feathers in that area. When soaring
birds need to fly near the stall, as we
are trying to do, they operate this
device constantly.
In my opinion, the surface of the wing
is much more important than the
section itself. If you look at the FFQ
Coupe Review you can see that this is
true because there is so much variation
in sections used by successful models.
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Yet you are reading this without
wholly believing it. The truth is
that we adore our wing sections.
They may be science but they are
definitely art as well. There is a
grace and femininity about the
shape that subliminally captivates
us.
For Coupe (note) I believe that
the only important things as far as
the section is concerned are the
thickness and nose radius. Even
the camber is, irrelevant (within
limits) to performance although it
may affect the ratio of
importance between climb and
glide. Therefore, playing with
Profilli and X Foil is not for me
because they pretend to know
what we just don’t know.
In figs 5 and 6, I have snapped a
couple of Couper S wings under
oblique light to show the effect
the diagonal truss construction
and tissue sag. Compare this with
the wader and hawk wings in figs 7
and 8. I think the sophistication in
the feathered surface is self-
evident compared with anything
we can do. But I like to think that
we can make the connection that
smooth surfaces are wrong for gliding and cruising.
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Trimming for Low Power
Whether a lumpy bumpy wing is of any use at the start of the motor run is unlikely, probably
the reverse, because the attack angle is much lower. Another reason to use a longer motor run
perhaps? But before we get there we have to trim for low power. Here we are looking for a
steady and very stable climb all the way to the end of the run with a smooth transition to the
glide. Once the first five seconds are over, the model is basically a powered glider flying slowly,
often slower than when gliding. The point where the first burst expires is a danger area. To
help it, all you can do is provide attitude control for the wing via tail volume. In this respect I
have never been able to get a reliable coupe with a CG further back than 60% chord no matter
how big the stab. Further back than that and they will suffer the occasional prolonged dive
when disturbed. If you are using a lifting tail section you can appreciate that you may be
exacerbating this tendency. I soon moved to symmetrical sections for Coupe tailplanes so that
says something although possibly limited to my own layouts.

Lastly, do you induce turn by right thrust or right rudder? There is also the position of the
folded prop blades. I have found that a little right skew on the fin coupled with a little right
bias from the folded blades are all you need to get the model to glide right. Consequently, I
tended to use hardly any right thrust. There is a theory that right thrust is better than right
rudder because were the speed to drop off and the model be in danger of a stall, prop power
will be pulling it the right way. Unfortunately, the prop will probably also stall at this point
owing to the rise in wing drag. I have never got on with this concept which probably forces the
use of right/left trim or auto rudder to make it work. Of the two I have only used right/left
trim with a slightly shorter motor run and it has worked well. Unfortunately, trimming in a small
field, the prolonged straight bit of flight before the glide turn sets in can be an
embarrassment. Not with radio DT though – but that’s an extra 2 grams over a Tomy.

Props
I always used Pete King designed props as he was dead clever and props are insanely
complicated. His Linda prop was as good or better than anything else I tried. Coupe blades also
operate at low RN so I keep the top surface textured with course glass cloth. For 200 to 220
sq.ins wings I use either an 18ins prop on 10 strands of 1/8 or a 20ins. prop on 12 strands. I
found the smaller prop to be a little more conservative and better for windy weather. I do not
subscribe to the view that shorter runs are better when it is windy. If the wind is coupled with
turbulence, often from trees, you get no second chance if it power stalls half way up. With a
longer run it can stall, recover and still have enough gasp to max if the air you chose is half
decent. My self-crafted Montreal stops are 34 times more likely to go wrong than my spring
stops so that’s what I used. This introduces a possible problem with the prop fold fouling the
wing. I therefore used wire blade mounts of a suitable length to prevent this happening.
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Peter Hall / Andrew Longhurst
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The Pee Wee - Ray Malmstrom

From the book 60 years of IVCMAC courtesy Chris Strachan
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Ray Malmstrom
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Crookham Gala - Tony Shepherd

Salisbury Plain Sunday September 18th.
This year’s Crookham Gala took place on a bright and breezy September day on Salisbury Plain
with prizes of wine and cash on offer. The standard Gala classes were flown comprising F1G,
Mini Vintage, E36, Combined Glider and Combined Power. However the last of these was
something special this year in that it marked the tenth anniversary of the passing of the
designer of the Dixielander, George Fuller, by awarding very generous prizes to those flying
George’s designs and in particular the Dixie.

Given how many of us have ageing Dixie’s in our hangers or at least a copy of the plan to build
one from, it was not surprising to see all seven entrants in Combined Power flying them so it
became a Dixie Derby rather than just a Fullerfest. They ranged from Brian Silcock’s battle-
weary version with its AM35 on the front to Chris Redrup’s almost new model with a very
potent, OS15 mk4. The breeze was constant throughout the day with lulls being short lived
making air picking particularly difficult when launching i/c models. The trimming field was
blessed with short grass but all of the adjacent fields were still uncut so even comparatively
large models tended to vanish on landing. This certainly caused problems for Brian Silcock and
Bernard Aslett who both had lengthy, early retrieves leading to them finishing without getting
three flights on the board. Meanwhile Roy Vaughn’s Dixie had a dreadful pattern on its first
flight from which he luckily escaped but it was still sufficient to scupper his day. The outcome
was decided by a DT fly off between Chris Redrup and Simon Dixon with Chris scooping the
top prize by 19 secs.

In other classes, F1G saw 11 entrants and a fly off between Alan Brocklehurst and Rich Ewing
(who was visiting from Seattle) with Alan winning by a comfort margin.
Mini Vintage had 4 entrants and saw Tony Shepherd and his ageing Le Timide taking on below
Dave Norwood (who came all the way from North Wales) with his first-time-out Wally Simmers,
Dyna-Moe, in a DT fly off which Tony won by 14 secs.
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The other two classes each had just two entrants. Trevor Grey won E36 with the only full house
whilst in glider Simon Dixon’s two maxes were sufficient to pick up the top spot.

The Dixies

Dave CoxChris Redrup

Brian Silcock

Bernard Aslett

Peter Watson’s

Roy Vaughn’s
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The Contestants

Tony Shepherd

Simon Dixon
Tony Shepherd

‘Spot the Mini-Vintage’
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Indoor isn’t for everyone 58 - Nick Peppiatt

Shark variants revisited

In response to my enquiry at the end of IIFE 56 (NC September 2022) about further Shark
variants, our good friend in California, Buz Cederlof, came up with another marketing variation,
the Hobby Shack Shark with “No-Name” and supplied a copy of the instructions – see below.

Instructions for Shark with “No-Name” Humbrol mach 2 CO2 motor

In IIFE 54 (NC July 2022), we saw a box lid showing the PMS1, PMS2, PMS4 and PMS5 motors.
Buz also asked the very good question – what was the PMS3?

Humbrol mach 2, again

I also reported in IIFE 56 that Gerard Moore had got Lindsey Smith’s Humbrol mach 2 running
and stated that ‘we now have a rare working example of the Humbrol mach 2 motor’.
When I tried it after he returned it to me, I thought I had spoken too soon. I was having
problems filling it – Gerard had mentioned that the filler valve was a bit sticky, but got one
run.
On managing to fill it a second time, the safety valve went, in that the O-ring extruded. Tony
Brookes in his book ‘CO2 Powered Model Aircraft’ briefly mentions the mach 2 describing it as
‘a total failure in both technical and marketing terms’.
I felt that this example was living up to its reputation. However, I wondered what diameter
rubber slug Gerard had used in the filler nozzle, as I had had previous problems using a piece
of 0.070” (1.78mm) diameter cord in a Shark nozzle. On checking my Sharks I found that the
slug diameter was, in fact, 1.6mm, and Gerard had used 1.78mm. For information, 1.78mm and
1.6mm are both standard O-ring cord diameter sizes.

To change the sealing rubber slug of course meant some dismantling. The tank unscrews from
the filler valve, but it is important to remember that there is a port at the top of the tank
that aligns with the gas passageway to the cylinder head. So before doing anything, scribe
alignment lines on the tank and the plastic holder so that the tank can be fitted in the correct
position on re-assembly.
If the filler valve rotates with the tank there are a couple of flats that take a small spanner
(11BA). Replacing the slug with one of 1.6mm diameter sorted the filler problem, but what to
do about the so-called safety valve?
It is not clear to me how this was intended to work. There is an O-ring retained in a triangular
shaped groove in the moulding holding the top of the tank and the filler nozzle, which was not
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fully supported by the diameter of the top of the threaded plug, although Gerard did replace
the plug because of a stripped plastic thread.
The head diameter of the replacement does not look as large as that shown in the photo of Joe
Northrop’s motor (IIFE 56). The O-ring that came out was 2.5mmx1mm, and had remnants of
what appeared to be an adhesive attached to it. I have no idea whether this adhesive was on
the motor as originally supplied. However, I used a replacement 3mmx1mm O-ring and to help
retain this in the triangular groove under pressure, fitted a metal washer on the threaded plug,
as can be seen in the photograph. I also used a small piece of PTFE tape on the plug thread.
This may not now work as a safety valve, but at least gas is retained so that the motor can be
run!

Gerard Moore pointed me to a Hungarian website
https://cavalloni.hu/regi_oldal/kepeskonyv/katf1ktortenet.htm
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The site indicated that a certain Glenn Hargrave was involved in the design and development
of both the Telco and Shark motors. In Eric Coates’ ‘Flying Scale Column’ in the October 1975
edition of AeroModeller there is a photograph of a ‘prototype British plastic /metal CO2 motor
by Glynn Hargreaves (sic) in Alan Callaghan’s Sopwith Tabloid’, but the photograph is not really
clear enough to show whether the motor is related to either the Telco or the Shark, but the
filler appears to be like the latter’s.

On a search for information about Mr Hargrave, I came across the United States design
patent, first page shown above on page 32.
This looks very much like a precursor to the mach 2. Here he is clearly based in Shannon, and
I recall the late Butch Hadland once telling me that one of his collaborators on the Telco
project had moved to Ireland.

It is surprising to me that the patent document is for an ‘ornamental design of a gas engine’.
I would have thought that the speed control mechanism used in the Humbrol motor could also
have been patented.

I’ve found two references to the Humbrol ‘all-in-one’ CO2 motor in the AeroModeller. In the
first part of Ian Peacock’s ‘CO2 – It’s a Gas’ June 1979’, there is a photo where the crankcase
and tank holder moulding is like Lindsey’s example, whereas the photo in Part 8 (January 1980),
this moulding is more like that in the patent drawing. There is also some text in this article: -

‘Surprisingly the HUMBROL “all-in-one” motor shown for the first time at the Toy Fair in
January 1979 has still not yet materialised. I understand from the Humbrol team that
considerable mass production problems have been encountered and that much new (and
expensive) manufacturing machinery has been purchased from abroad to overcome difficulties.
When it goes into production though, it will considerably ease the use of CO2 motors for the
younger modeller as there will be no fragile pipes to get broken.’

So why is the mach 2 motor regarded as a technical and marketing failure? From the marketing
point of view, as I have mentioned before, I was barely aware of the motor in the 1980s, when
I was very actively building and flying CO2 powered models.
In any case, the “all-in-one” construction does not lend itself well to tidy installation in scale
models and smaller versions of the early gas (petrol) models. Technically, there are a lot of
joints in its construction that require sealing with O-rings. These require particular attention
to the surface finish of the mating parts, small housing gaps to avoid extrusion and care in
assembly.

Then there is the sealing of the cap of the adjustable cylinder head ball valve seat and the
apparent weakness of the safety valve! On the other hand, the motor installation is simple and
the throttle control makes the motor speed extremely straight forward to adjust.

Maybe, there were just insufficient younger modellers who were interested, and the marketing
did not reach those that were.

That is probably enough on the ill-fated Humbrol mach 2, but both Gerard Moore and I would
be very interested to hear from anyone who has more information on Glenn K Hargrave and his
activities, particularly in regard to his work on CO2 motors.

Nick Peppiatt
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Croydon Coupe & SAM1066 - Ray Elliott

Results from Croydon Coupe Day
Salisbury Plain, Sunday 9th October

Vintage Coupe:
1st Tony Shepherd (Etienvre) 3.00

Would have made the 3rd flight but for a wing break on retrieval after the 2nd flight.

F1G:
1st Dusan Jiricny (O/D) - 3.52; 2nd Alan Brocklehurst (O/D) - 3.00;

3rd Ben Hobbs (O/D) - 0.41
Alan was another victim of the gusty wind, breaking a wing tip either on

or after landing on 2nd flight; leaving Dusan to make a third token flight to win.

SAM1066 Mini-Vintage:
1st David Cox (Nord) - 4.30; 2nd Nick Peppiatt (Pinochio) - 4.22

SAM1066 Combined Vintage / Classic Glider:
1st David Cox (Hyperion) - 4.30; 2nd Dave Ethertom (Inch Worm) - 2.35.

What more to say about David – imperious in the strong breeze!

Coupe Winner, Dusan Jiricny Runner-up, Alan Brocklehurst

Ray Elliott
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The DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No. 141 Our earliest magazines, continued.

Yes, we are back to our earliest magazines, having left Italy two months ago and travelling
alphabetically we arrive at Mexico. We have just the one copy of the magazine titled MOTOR
Y ALAS which translates as
Motor and Wings and claims
to be the first aeromodelling
magazine in Mexico. This
magazine is about A5 in size
and runs to 24 pages plus, in
the case of our April 1948
issue, an inserted full size
plan. The content covers
building tips, photographs of
modellers and their models,
principals of Gas (i.e. Petrol)
engines and several pages of
description and instructions
for the inserted plan for a
“Jeep Volador” which
translates as “Flying Jeep”

The article reveals that the “Flying Jeep” is in fact a 20” wingspan model of the “Taylorcraft
L-2B”. See below for part of the drawing which has no designer’s name, just the initials M.H.K.
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If you would like a 20” version of Sidney Struhl’s 24” original from Model Airplane News May
1943, this is it. The giveaway is the drawing style with just a change of language.
Back across the Atlantic to Portugal for eleven
copies of Aeromodelismo dated from April 1974
to April 1975. No need for a translation of the
title of this, rather larger than A5, publication
of 28 pages. The content covers most
aeromodelling disciplines, with a strong focus on
control line, some unmentionables beginning
with R and some free flight, of which examples
can be seen below.

“Your First Model” The hand launch glider
shown in the plan below is accompanied by full
build instructions. There is particular emphasis
on maintaining everything true and in line with
no warps and the correct CG position being
achieved by the addition of lead pellets. The
model is stated to be suitable for flying in large
sports halls or out of doors.

The “Albatroz” shown in the plan below is described as a first power model.
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Google translate coped quite well with the translation of the “Albatroz” article apart from
insisting on every occasion that “motomodelo” means “motorcycle”. Please do not take your
motorcycle to the achievable 150 meters of altitude, but if you should do so, you can rely on
the DT system to ensure a safe return to ground level. The article includes comprehensive
building instructions, including the operation of the DT system, but nothing on trimming the
model.

The plan above is of the “Condor” A1 class glider designed by Fernando Teixeira. The quite
short accompanying article concentrates on the choice of wing section with co-ordinates being
given for NASA 6409 and Gottingen 795

The heading for the object in the drawing above very reasonably translates as “Gadgets” but
what is it? At first glance I thought that it might be a rubber power unit in a tube rather like
our Arden units. Quite wrong, it is for winding in your glider launch towline, with a guide to
direct the line onto the spool. There is a lever operated lock to hold the rubber motor in the
wound-up condition once the line has been fully extended. The article does not claim that it is
a new idea but a rehash of several earlier ideas.

Next month our earliest magazines from Sweden.

Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, Email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com Roy Tiller
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Secretary’s Notes for November 2022 - Roger Newman

As I'm still away from home no date has yet been set for the AGM, but now almost certainly
to be an early Dec date via Zoom.

Very little to report this month other than a successful Croydon Coupe day in quite breezy
weather, which is documented elsewhere in this issue.

The 1st BMFA auction should be held at  the end of October. It should be successful, with
both personal attendees & on-line bidding.

Internet access is very limited where I am located so apologies for the brevity of these
notes. Hopefully a little better next month.

Plans for the Month

Power: Frog Nimrod pretty conventional design for Frog .049 glow

BUILDING   INSTRUCTIONS Read these Instructions carefully before commencing.
FUSELAGE: Remove fuselage sides from their panels using a sharp razor blade or balsa knife to cut the retaining pieces. Cement !/8in. sq. strips to the sides
as in FIG, I (shown shaded on side view drawing). Make sure to build one side opposite to the other. While these art drying, bend the undercarriage wire to the
shape shown on the drawing and mark its position on the ply bulkhead 8.4. Drill holes where indicated in FIG. 2. then bind and cement the undercarriage wire to
the bulkhead using strong thread. Assemble this unit to the fuselage sides, together with bulkheads Bl, B2, B3, B3A and B5. Before fixing the engine bearers, lightly
spot-cement the I in. x l in, x l/2in. block into position and carve it to shape, cutting away where necessary to clear the engine crankcase, then remove it. Drill
the holes in the engine bearers and with the throttle needle remove, mount the engine on them with the 2° offset shown on the drawing. Then thoroughly cement
the assembly in position. Cement pieces F.5 and F.6 in position followed by the windscreen-strut cut from spare I/gin, x 3/16in, strip. Chamfer the rear ends of the
fuselage sides as shown on the plan view, cement together and insert bulkheads B6 and B7. Chamfer the top edge of the tail-skid F4 as shown in FIG. 4 and
cement in place between the bottom fuselage stringers-Drill holes in the fuselage sides and insert I/8in. dia. hardwood wing and tail fixing dowels. Cement in place
the 2in. x 1 3/8 in. x l/4in. lower* cowl block, leaving an exhaust aperture behind it, and finish by sanding to shape. Cement the ply tail-steady F7 in position and
cover the rest of the fuselage with 1 1/16in. sheet balsa cross-grained. Cut out the areas shown on the drawing to house the tailplane locating pieces. Finally
sandpaper the whole structure smooth, trim the cabin window to fit round the wing-fixing dowels and cement this in place, starting at the centre.
WINGS. Before commencing with the construction it is advisable to lay a sheet of greaseproof paper over the drawing to prevent the cement sticking to it. Begin
with the Port wing, and pin the leading and trailing edges, and the lower spar down onto the drawing. Cement ribs Wl and rib W2 in position followed by the
leading edge brace W8. and the trailing edge brace W7, Cut one end of the top spar to match the angled face of the tip W4 and the other end to accommodate
the Starboard top spar in a "scarf" joint, then cement in position. Cement fillet W6 under the spar at tip, and W5 in the position shown on the drawing. Cement
the two spar braces W9 in position followed by the centre rib W3 at the angle shown. When this has set remove it from the drawing and commence to build
the starboard wing in the same manner. When the starboard wing structure has set. cement the port wing to it so that with one wing flat the other wing should
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have 5 1/4in. dihedral at the tip. Leave the whole assembly to dry. When it is quite set, shape the leading edge as shown in the side view, and sandpaper
the whole structure smooth.
TAILPLANE AND FIN. Pin the leading and trailing edges of the tailpiane to the drawing and cement the ribs Tl and T2 in position as shown. Cut the ends of the
spars to match the angle of the tips T3 and then cement the spar and the tips in position. When set, remove from the drawing and cement the 1/8in. x 3/16in.
centre section brace in position. Cut the locating pieces from spare 3/32in. sheet and cement in position so that they locate with the respective holes in the fuselage.
Cement the two fin-halves F2 and F3 together and pin down onto a flat surface until dry. Shape the fin to the section indicated, and sandpaper both the tailplane
and fin smooth. It is advisable to leave the fixing of the fin to the tailplane until they have both been covered with tissue.
COVERING. Apply a coat of clear dope to the structure before covering, to seal the grain of the wood. The fuselage, wings and tailplane are covered with tissue
paper, using paste or dope as an adhesive. Use a separate piece for each side, and aim at getting an even surface without any large wrinkles. Do not attempt
to pull it tight, the water-shrinking and doping afterwards will ensure a good finish.
Start with the fuselage. Cut two pieces of tissue for the top and bottom first, allowing about l/4in. overlap all round. Use dope to fix the paper down: start at one end
and work along the fuselage applying the dope liberally. Trim off the excess, and smooth down the edges. Repeat this for each side, then put aside to dry.
Cover the wing, starting with the underside, and adopting the same method as with the fuselage. The top surface requires a little more care, to prevent the paper
sagging between the ribs. Fix the tissue over the structure, pulling gently all round. Trim off the excess paper, and smooth down the edges.
Follow this method for the Tailplane covering. If Dope is used as an adhesive, allowance must be made for it drying very quickly, so apply it to a small area at a
time. When the paste is quite dry, spray the tissue with water, and leave it to dry. Spray one half of the wing at a time, and pin it down to a flat board to prevent
warping when it dries out. Apply a coat of Dope when the tissue is thoroughly dry, and several coats round the engine mounting and cowl, rubbing down lightly
between each coat.
DECORATION. The model can be painted according to the builder's taste, but it is advisable to restrict it to the fuselage, and the edges only of the wing and
tail unit, to save weight, unless the paint can be sprayed on very lightly. Otherwise it should be applied with a soft brush. Use cellulose lacquer, and apply it
quickly and evenly. It is advisable to proof your model against the fuel. Use a well-known fuel-proof Lacquer.
Contrasting colours can be used for lining, as shown in the illustration, using "Scotch" tape for masking the edges, to get a clean finish.
Fix the Frog transfer to the fin or wing, and a label with your name and address in a convenient position.
WING AND TAILPLANE, Before assembling the wing and tailplane, check that they have not warped in any way. If they have, they can be corrected by gently
twisting the component the opposite way in a jet of steam, or in front of a gas or electric fire A few seconds at a distance of 18in, rs so, is sufficient.
Assemble the model for testing. Check the balance of the model before flying. To do this, support the model under each wing at one of the r ib stations, find the
balance point and mark it. This should be close to the C. of G. position shown on the plan. If it varies more than 1/4in. either way, add some ballast to the other
end of the fuselage to correct it. Otherwise a small tail adjustment may be sufficient. This can be checked by a test glide.
FLYING. Make sure that the wing and tail are "in-line", and the fin upright before attempting to fly.
Choose a fairly calm day for the first tests. Glide the model into wind, if any, and preferably over short grass with no obstructions. The model should glide straight
and flat, and any tendency to turn is due to a warped wing or fin. Correct this as described above.
if the model tends to nose-up and stall, raise the leading edge of the tailplane about l/32in. with a piece of balsa strip. This is a positive angle adjustment, and
is limited to this amount. If this is insufficient to correct the trim, a small amount of ballast weight can be added to the nose of the fuselage: but this should
not be required.
If the model glides too steeply, or dives, raise the trailing edge of the tailplane. This is a negative angle adjustment, and can be increased as required, but if a
large trimming adjustment is necessary, a small ballast weight should be added to the tail end to keep the tailplane near the original angle.
When you are satisfied with the glide, try a short flight with the engine running at half speed, by reducing the compression. It should make a wide left-hand turn,
induced by the torque of the motor. If the turn is too tight, bend the trim-tab about l/16in. the opposite way. Another method is to increase the offset of
the motor to the right. This is done by enlarging the holes in the bearers and twisting the motor to the right when remounting.
A small amount of "wash-in" * on the Port wing near the tip, or "wash-out" on the Starboard wing will also help, and also prevent the model banking too steeply.
When the trim seems right, gradually increase the speed of the motor with each successive flight, making further adjustments if necessary.
It is advisable to meter the fuel out in small quantities for testing. A 20 secs, motor run is sufficient.
Alternatively, a mechanical timer and fuel-cut-out can be fitted if obtainable.
* "Wash-in" denotes a twist in the wing to increase the incidence, i.e.: trailing edge lower. "Wash-out" means raising the trailing edge.
Caution should be exercised when flying on a public ground. Take special note of the paragraph concerning Insurance, which is mentioned below.
Do not forget to put your name and address on the model.

Rubber: Hornet - small bi-plane from New Zealand
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Glider: Go-Hi Vi – a parasol wing job from an early Model Aircraft plan,
unusually with auto-rudder

Roger Newman
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All meetings
CANCELLED

increasing costs and falling attendances have
made the meetings unsustainable
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Provisional Events Calendar 2022
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional and Covid restrictions may apply, Check websites before attending

February 27th Sunday BMFA 1st Area Competitions

March 27th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area Competitions

April 3rd Sunday Le Petit Classique de Brum, N Luffenham
April 15th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston
April 18th Easter Monday Croydon Wakefield Day + SAM1066,

Salisbury Plain

May 1st Sunday BMFA 3rd Area Competition
May 7th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 8th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
May 29th Sunday FF Nationals, Mini, N Luffenham

June 4th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June 5th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
June19th Sunday BMFA 4th Area Competitions

July 10th Sunday BMFA 5th Area Competitions
July 24th Sunday SAM1066 Club (BMFA) Centenary event.

RAF Colerne
July 30th Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
July 31st Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe

August 6th Saturday Southern Area BMFA Gala, RAF Odiham
August 21st Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain

September 3rd Saturday Peterborough Flying Aces, Ferry Meadows
September 3rd Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 4th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 11th Sunday BMFA 6th Area Competitions
September 16th Friday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 17th Saturday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Indoor FF Nationals, Daventry Leisure Ctr.
September 18th Sunday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain

October 2nd Sunday BMFA 7th Area Competitions
October 9th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066

Salisbury Plain.
October 16th Sunday BMFA 8th Area Competitions
October 29th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue T.B.C.

November 6th Sunday Buckminster Gala
or November 13th

December 4th Sunday Coupe de Brum, N Luffenham

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website –
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check the website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least

one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested

in your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor
John Andrews


